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INTRODUCTION
We are so thankful to everyone who was
part of making SHIFT DigiConference such a
great experience. As a small not-for-profit, it
takes quite a lot of generosity to create large
productions.
Town Team Movement (TTM) planned the SHIFT
series in January 2020. It’s initial incarnation was
a four part breakfast event series, targeted to
the usual business breakfast audience with the
purpose of building awareness and advocating
for the ideas that Town Teams live, breathe and
act upon.
When COVID-19 disrupted all event planning in
March 2020, the event series was pushed out
to see what restrictions would be like in June,
July and August 2020. We used March and April
to test our digital offering by running various
digital workshops, and confidently decided to
pursue a digital conference in May 2020.

No one on the team had ever produced a
digital conference, but early on we identified
a fantastic case study that added clarity. So
much of the SHIFT DigiConference was built
on the foundation of learning provided in the
case study “What we learned running the
Impact Unconference”. We hope to contribute
to the generosity and knowledge sharing
demonstrated by the Impact Unconference
organisers by writing up our own case study
and learnings.
Our choice to run a digital conference
(DigiConference) was strategic in that it enabled
people to join from anywhere in the world. Our
goal to bring like-minded people together to
share ideas and collaborate was successful.
We would encourage everyone to not shy
away from digital conferences as we found it
to be a profound experience in organisation,
collaboration and celebration.
Hope you enjoy our learnings and observations.
If at any point you have questions about
this project, please reach out to hello@
townteammovement.com.
Cheers
Emma Gibbens
SHIFT DigiConference Producer
emma@emmagibbens.com
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OBJECTIVE

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The objective of the SHIFT DigiConference was:
• ●Share new knowledge and have a
conversation that is especially applicable to
the world post-COVID. The principles that
guide Town Teams are principles that will
help ignite town centers again and create a
more cohesive society.

The SHIFT DigiConference took was designed
with the following principles in mind:
• ●Global audience: digital platforms enabled
TTM to speak to a global audience and
we designed the content to be applicable
across the world, even while much of it was
rooted right here in Perth, Western Australia.

•

●To inspire community to take a bigger role
and governments to support and enable
them to do so

•

•

●Inspire community members, local
government staff and supporting
organisations and consultants to dream and
do bigger.

●Accessible and easy to use: when selecting
platforms, accessibility was key. We wanted
to ensure that a professional with dual
monitors and someone with just a phone or
iPad could equally access and experience
the content.

•

●Short duration and fast paced: by May
2020 we had all experienced what Zoom
fatigue felt like and wanted to design the
conference with pacing and duration in
mind. We decided early on that a half day (4
hours) was the max we could expect people
to pay attention and engage, and that
sessions should be short and punchy with
opportunity for followup conversations.

•

●Conversational: the overarching design
was modelled after a standard conversation
structure - the opening framing and
introductions, the meat of the content which
was casual, easy to understand and selfselected, and then closing with a discussion
about next steps. Sessions were not over
curated allowing speakers to speak openly
and honestly about their topics.

•

●Creative and fun: throughout the SHIFT
DigiConference we wanted to convey
lightness and joy. The selection of speakers
and topics included creative and fun criteria,
and the design to have creatives performing
in the breaks brought the same positive
vibes as previous TTM events. We wanted it
to feel part conference, part festival.

•

●Continue the development and
reinforcement of TTM’s reputation for
running engaging, cutting edge, relevant,
interesting and fun events.

•

Continue to inspire and increase our
database of active town teams and positive
‘doism’ or enabling community philosophy
across Australia and further abroad.
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CURATION
Curating the SHIFT Cooperative Innovation
DigiConference started with identifying the
core concepts we wanted to unpack. Within
cooperation and innovation, we identified the
following three curatorial pillars:
•

●Purpose and narrative

•

●Economics

•

●Place

These pillars were used to help us explore
potential topics and select speakers. The
curation team of David, Jimmy and Emma met
weekly for six weeks to continue developing
and iterating these topics and selecting
speakers.
Once all speakers were selected and the
programme was set, we moved into the
production side of things. Each session had an
accompanying run sheet for the facilitators in
each room to reference. Speakers were sent
this run sheet and a speaker pack four weeks in
advance of the conference.
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PRODUCTION
Producing SHIFT Cooperative Innovation DigiConference was both very similar and very different to
producing a physical event. With any event, preparation and organisation made the day run smoothly
and improved attendee experience.

PLATFORMS
Selecting the platforms to run the conference on was a rigorous process. We first developed criteria
for what would make a successful event and then compared different platforms.
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It became evident that we would need minimum two pieces of software to run a conference, and they
would satisfy these activities:
1. Video content: a platform for speakers to video conference in to and for attendees to watch session
content; and
2. Conversation and program: a platform for attendees to chat with one another and access all the
materials that support the conference like program, speaker bios, session info, sponsors and more.
In the end, we decided to use Zoom + Mighty Networks to achieve these two requirements. This
decision was motivated by the following reasons:
•

Cost: the all-inclusive event platforms were slightly more expensive, in part because they had staff
assist with the design and implementation of the conference into the software.

•

Community building: getting more members in the Town Team hub grows our online community
and the availability of Town Teamers and other organisations to collaborate with one another.

•

Simplicity and accessibility: sometimes the most simple route is the best. Most of our TTM
community previously used Zoom on our TTM webinars and workshops, and most Town Team
members were already on the Hub. Leveraging both these platforms was simple and we knew it
worked.
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ZOOM
We selected Zoom as it was the most
commonly used platform. Because of this,
on the day had very few basic Zoom tech
questions or issues.
We designed the conference to have 5 different
“stages” or Zoom rooms set up so attendees
could switch between sessions and breaks
easily. We used the same permissions and
settings on each Zoom room, which can be
found in the Appendix.

MIGHTY NETWORKS - TOWN
TEAM HUB
Mighty Networks is an online community
building platform. In late 2019 TTM decided
to migrate the Town Team Hub to Mighty
Networks to leverage the document-hosting
capabilities, and to build a social network
independent from Facebook and Facebook
groups.

We created a new category called
“DigiConferences” with SHIFT nested
underneath. In future, more DigiConferences
and events can be hosted in the same space.

VIDEO CONTENT - YOUTUBE
In making the SHIFT DigiConference engaging,
we really wanted to play with the video medium
to add some depth, adventure and fun to the
day. From a production side, having heaps of
videos cued for different points was a daunting
task to organise and ensure the smoothest
playback and most simple option.
To that end, we ended up hosting all the
videos on Youtube as it was a reliable playback
source which provided relatively good quality
experience for the user.
This made the runsheet for the opening and
closing sessions quite streamlined with simply
linking to unlisted YouTube videos, rather than
juggling large files around.

With this platform established, it was a no
brainer to build the DigiConference on the Town
Team Hub.

For playback, we use the Zoom screen share setting that ‘shares a portion of
the screen’ and set it to fit the YouTube video in a smaller window.
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SHARED RESOURCES ON THE DAY
A critical element with a digital conference was ensuring we were all working with the same
information at any time, and also that information could be changed quickly. Condensing a significant
amount of information on a single page/resource was a challenge, but in the end we had a fantastic
result.

You can view and make a copy of this document here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/
d/1yrqHdCsfZ4cqbukX859C_-wf8aTxX1h8P1sssiwvel0/edit?usp=sharing
From an external point of view, the SHIFT DigiConference Programme was the central tool for
attendees to navigate the day. Having it as a PDF with live Zoom links worked wonderfully and we are
so thankful the Impact Uncfonerence shared this wisdom.
You can view the SHIFT DigiConference programme here: https://www.townteammovement.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/12/SHIFT-DIGI-PROGRAM_linked.pdf
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RISKS

CONVERSATION ROOM

We planned for a few risks on the day, but
generally decided to address critical issues
as they arose and empowered every member
of the team to make decisions that suited the
conference goals.

Another thing we took from the Impact
Unconference was to create a room dedicated
to conversations. We had the same set up of a
pair of facilitators holding the space, and got
some great insights.

Having a shared resource doc like the above
provided a central source of truth, which would
be helpful for example if a Zoom room was
incorrectly set up, we could quickly swap the
Zoom room link and push it across all channels
with the new information.

Overall, the Conversation Room was never
‘busy’ with the max number of people joining
at any one point being 6 people. More often
it was 1 or 2 people joining the facilitators to
unpack the previous session, or just go through
a meandering conversation!

We also ensured Zoom settings enabled Zoom
room facilitators the ability to remove any
participants that were disruptive.

In our team feedback session immediately
following the DigiConference, it was suggested
that the Conversation Room be pitched as more
of an activity for the breaks periods rather than
overlapping with the sessions.

It is noted that not every digital conference
can take this relaxed approach, and TTM was
able to because we personally knew 80% of
attendees. For larger or unknown gatherings it
would be recommended to develop a protocol
and escalation strategy for potential disruptive
risks.

HQ STAFFING
Following the lead of the Impact Unconference
case study mentioned above, we also adopted
the model where each Zoom room had a
separate two person team managing the space.
Each pairing included one Facilitator and one
Tech. Role descriptions and Tech resources will
be included in Appendix.
We also brought everyone into one central
location for a few reasons:
•

●Reliable internet

•

●Proximity for troubleshooting or quick
decision making

•

●Camaraderie that would echo out to our
attendees.

This setup was very successful and would be
recommended in the future if possible.
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THANK YOU!
The SHIFT Cooperative Innovation
DigiConference would not be possible without
support. Our principal event sponsor is the
City of Perth who generously has supported
the Town Teams in their area and TTM
generally. TTM is proudly sponsored by RAC.
We also had WaterCorp as a session sponsor,
and numerous promotional partners.
Thank you all for supporting Town Teams and
Town Team Movement!
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ATTENDEE FEEDBACK
We received 30 responses to the SHIFT DigiConference Feedback Survey. Here is a summary of the
responses:
HOW DID YOU FIND THE LENGTH OF EACH SESSION?
30 responses

Too short
Just right

73.3%

Too long
Slightly too short maybe 45 mins

20%

Just a few minutes longer on somewould
have been great so maybe a bit more of a
buffer between

DID YOU FIND THE CONFERENCE ENGAGING?
30 responses
20
16 (53.3%)

15
10 (33.3%)

10
5
0 (0%)

0

1

2 (6.7%)

2 (6.7%)

2

3

4

5

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE VALUE FOR MONEY OF THE SHIFT DIGICONFERENCE?
29 responses
19 (65.5%)

20
15
8 (27.6%)

10
5
0

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1

2

2 (6.9%)

3

4

5
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FEEDBACK ON USING THE
MIGHTY NETWORKS - TOWN
TEAM HUB:

FEEDBACK ON HOW WE COULD
IMPROVE THE DIGICONFERENCE
OVERALL:

•

Glad that I am on the network. Possibly
you could work on themes that require
responses which each community can
incorporate into their plans.

•

•

Good to have links to go in and out of
multiple streams. There was some glitch in
session 2 which redirected people to the
session with Canberra guy no matter what
link you clicked.

As Victorians we felt a bit left out of the
questions at the start. For us we are still in
the depths of restrictions, we barely got to
run any activation in the time we were in
stage 2, so talking 'post' restrictions we felt a
bit excluded.

•

bigger 'after-party'!

•

The mix of short pre-recorded videos was
good to break up the boxy Zoom talking
heads format.

•

"Facilitated break out sessions? Really just
a rep to help explain what the purpose was.
Not sure it was clear they were free-form
conversations.

•

Conversation room was a good idea.

•

Great idea

•

Well organised

•

I didn't really use it

•

I found I really only used the chat on Zoom.

•

•

I think this is a "which platform?" question,
digital is never as good as real life , but what
are the alternative platforms?

I personally found it a little confusing
bouncing between rooms. Is there a way to
name the room/session on Zoom?"

•

It was easy to download and use. A good
repository for all the program information
and links, plus the ability to ask questions to
conference organisers.

Felt like the sessions were cut a little short
at times.

•

maybe using it for the Q & A's for after the
sessions rather than waiting for people to
ask questions at the end. That way those
that have a question can take a little more
time to ask and then a more considered
answer can be provided but then also made
available for all attendees to read and
maybe add to.

Have clear instructions at the beginning
about how to move between rooms. I found
it easy, but some people had trouble. When
I moved into a new room I would often
have to wait a long time to be let in, please
improve this.

•

I don't think there is much improvement
to be had. I feel that the only issue I
experienced was more of a technical nature
which you can also experience in person.
The only other thing was the timing of the
breaks in between sessions, 15 minutes can
be long when you are sitting in front of the
computer.

•

I found it difficult to switch at the end of a
session back to the main stage. Sometimes
I had to leave and then click the main
programme again to get access.

•

•

•

I didn't really use it

•

I found I really only used the chat on Zoom.

•

Not necessary to have
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•

•

I found that if I left a session and joined
another (virtually), that it was hard to work
out where the discussion was at. However,
the facilitators did a good job to bring
people in.
I wasn't clear on where the breaks were
happening. A button came up to join the
break out room, but after I clicked not to
join, I couldn't figure out how to get back
in. With the short 30 minute format, I would
also suggest that speakers don't spend too
long introducing themselves - it's all in the
program already.

•

It was a great format. It was hard to choose
between the sessions. I look forward to
listening to them later though.

•

It would be great if there was more
guidance on how the break out room
session should operate. My group was
waiting for someone from TTM to join and
lead the discussion

•

Keep the elements that make you feel
involved e.g. conversation room, stream
hosts, breakout activities, etc.

•

Links to the video sessions would be
awesome to send participants. Such a
great program, all the sessions were very
informative.

•

Maybe a little more explanation on the initial
Navigation

•

More detailed examples by the actual
practitioners of a placemaking initiative
/ process in order to provide a better
understanding of the exemplar and
therefore how it can be repeated / modified
for future situations.

•

more time for discussion after presentation

•

Not really. Was the best online conference I
have attended.

•

Only the digi movement between rooms. I
kept going into the wrong place

•

Probably having some better "tasters"
ahead of the conference. Possibly organise
location based meet-up social drinks
afterwards in more locations that Perth.

•

Round ups of Prouds and Sorries from each
region

•

The discussions were really good. I don't
know how to do more of that without it
seeming chaotic.

•

The initial login then switching between
sessions was a tad confusing to start with
but once we were in, it was soo good!
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX 1: Session Guide for Tech and Facilitator
APPENDIX 2: Tech checklist
APPENDIX 3: Zoom settings
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APPENDIX 1: SESSION GUIDE FOR TECH AND FACILITATOR
SHIFT DigiConference: Session Guide for Tech and Facilitators
In each Zoom room, there will be three people with a specific role:
1) Tech (from our team, in charge of Zoom tech)
2) Facilitator (from our team, in charge of opening the space and connecting
folks)
3) Session speakers (speakers leading the topic for that session)
Core responsibilities are as follows:
TECHNICIAN:
Before Sessions:
- Ensuring Facilitator and Speaker are set up as co-hosts and correct settings are
enabled.
During Sessions:
- Recording the session
- Dealing with any muting or other tech issues
- Keeping an eye on chat for any tech issues or questions arising on Zoom use
- Ensuring immediate availability of links to collaboration document or other external
resources
- Dealing with any comings and goings during the session
-Including at start of each session that you check that speaker has the speaker view
on them (not gallery view) and are unmuted
- Controlling breakout rooms and associated time-keeping
- Focusing at all times on promoting a positive participant experience
After Sessions:
- ensuring recording of session is shared - popping recordings into Google Drive for
editing up - label them with room name and session #
Download and print out your - Tech Checklist for the day from here
Tech Checklist - TTM SHIFT DigiConference
FACILITATOR:
Before Sessions:
- Reviewing the Session Plan for the Room and sharing it with all other Co-Hosts
- Ensure the Speakers are well familiar with screen sharing if required for their
presentation in Zoom. (If they have not used screen share in Zoom previously,
please help them set up, practice and understand the controls before the day and
their session). Techs are there to help if ever needed.
A Zoom support resource for screen sharing set up and action, can be found here:
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362153
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APPENDIX 1: SESSION GUIDE FOR TECH AND FACILITATOR

Do note - Using dual monitors
If you are using a dual monitor set-up, you can turn on the Use Dual Monitors feature to see the
screen sharing on one monitor and participants on the second.
Note: On Mac OS 10.15 Catalina, you need to allow Zoom access to screen recording to share
your screen. You can do this in your System Preferences > Security & Privacy > Privacy >
Screen Recording. Check the option for zoom.us. Learn more.

During Sessions:
● Liaising with Speakers on shape and form of their session, requirements for
screen-sharing , break-out sessions etc
● Welcoming participants at the outset - an ice-breaker activity if required (eg
changing name to include where you are, how you’re feeling etc)
● Introducing the Speaker
● Welcoming late-comers to the session and bringing them up to speed on what’s
going on where possible
● Supporting the Speaker to bring others into the conversation, posing questions etc
if required
● Enabling full participation, alongside Hosts - keeping an eye on chat for questions
or requests for clarification alongside Speakers
● Keeping notes of significant conversation points and any links shared in the
conversation
● Identifying people with mutual interests and collaboration opportunities
● Keeping an eye on chat for questions or requests for clarification alongside
Speakers
● Formally closing the session and thanking the Speakers and participants, and
explaining what break is coming next on the Main stage
● Focusing at all times on promoting a positive participant experience
After Sessions:
- Sharing any salient notes, links or initiatives emerging from sessions
- Post-event connecting of dots to encourage collabs

For some great tips for Online Facilitation we recommend these resources:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CnwW1Ykh-L3lpLYvk8l1uEMzGpWGiqUivcQh3y0Ghg/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12eT_9aZmRrENRti3a4ZZLGaeyLWePzAM/view

Room Host Housekeeping Checklist:
● Reminder of Session timing
● Mikes on mute, session will be recorded and potentially shared unless agreed
otherwise with participants
● Rename yourself - place/organisation
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APPENDIX 1: SESSION GUIDE FOR TECH AND FACILITATOR
● Video: Hand signals - thumbs up/sparkle fingers, hands up/stack (if relevant)
● Audio/anytime: Chat Box for Qs
● Law of Two Feet - comings and goings, pls leave msg in chat
● Intro speaker
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APPENDIX 2: TECH CHECKLIST

Tech Checklist - TTM SHIFT DigiConference
Remember to focus on promoting a positive participant experience.

If your individual session has extra items or needs, please add them in where necessary.

Before Session:

❏ Ensure Facilitator and Speaker are set up as co-hosts, pinned, speaker spotlighted and correct settings
are enabled.

❏ Ensuring immediate availability of links to collaboration document or other external resources
❏ Have your Youtube link in browser tabs ready (if required) and that the Tech is muted as well.
❏ Have your plan for each session to deal with any comings and goings during the up-coming session
During Session:
❏ Start recording just before you let the attendees in from the waiting room.
❏ Ensure at the start of each session that the Speaker has the speaker spotlight view on them (not gallery
view) and the speaker is unmuted.
❏ Deal with any muting or other tech issues.
❏ Keep an eye on chat for any tech issues or questions arising on Zoom use
❏ Provide video / media content share if needed .
❏ At the end of each session provide this text and zoom link in the chat to get everyone back to Main stage:
Awesome session there everybody!
When you're ready, head on back to the main stage for the break via this link:
SHIFT 2020 Mainstage Zoom
https://zoom.us/j/96730041449?pwd=cC9lSStEeC93QUp6OXNJcXJpRFFUZz09
Want to check what's next? Click here for the program.
❏ Note: Tech are to stay in your allocated session room during breakouts and monitor chats in there- Only
facilitators will move in between the breakouts sessions.
❏ If creating “mid session” breakout rooms opt for 4-6 participants to a breakout room.
❏ Stop recording after speakers “ in session Q&A” and presentation.
❏ Set up and control breakout rooms if a Q&A goes over session time and associated time-keeping - only
one breakout room will be required after a Q&A session. End the breakout prior to a new speaker starting.
The Tech should stay in the Main Room to greet any new attendees and test mic/speakers/powerpoint
with speakers.
❏ Need help in hurry? Use Whats App SHIFT Tech group chat on the day.
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APPENDIX 3: ZOOM SETTINGS
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APPENDIX 3: ZOOM SETTINGS
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APPENDIX 3: ZOOM SETTINGS
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APPENDIX 3: ZOOM SETTINGS
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APPENDIX 3: ZOOM SETTINGS
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